WESTSIDE THEATRE UPSTAIRS

407 W. 43rd St, New York

GENERAL SUPPORTS

• Seating in the lobby

MOBILITY & WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY

*THIS THEATRE IS NOT WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE*

• Box office has a wheelchair accessible drawer for distributing tickets
• Available wheelchair accessible button that opens the doors to the theatre
• Street to 1st Floor Lobby: 3 steps, available ramp
• 1st Floor Lobby to 2nd Floor Lounge (Merchandise and Concessions): 21 steps, railing
• 2nd Floor Lounge to Row A: 12 steps down, railing
to Row F: 9 steps up, railing
to Row S: 29 steps up, railing
• Transfer Seats: companion seats in parenthesis
  Center Orchestra: H101 (H102)
  Center Orchestra: H112 (H111)
  Right Orchestra: D 101 (E102)

HEARING ASSISTANCE

• Hearing Devices: Induction Loop System, receiver and headphones provided
  Ask house manager when scanning tickets, provide ID as collateral

RESTROOMS

• Women’s: 2nd floor lounge
  wheelchair-accessible stall, sink and paper towel dispenser
• Men’s: 2nd lounge
  wheelchair-accessible sink and paper towel dispenser
• Family: 1st floor lobby, 21 steps down
  one stall, wheelchair-accessible

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

• Parking: Edison Parking Fest, 332 W. 44th St. ● two blocks away
• Food: Bea, 403 W. 43rd St. ● busy, wide aisles
• Food: West Bank Café, 407 W. 42nd St. ● busy, tight but allowable
• Coffee: Starbucks, 593 9th Ave. ● easily accessible bathroom